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ABSTRACT

Interactions between footwall-, hangingwall- and axial-derived depositional systems make syn-rift stratigraphic architecture difficult to predict, and preservation of net-erosional source landscapes is limited. Distinguishing between deposits derived from fault-scarp degradation (consequent systems) and those derived from long-lived catchments beyond the fault crest (antecedent systems) is also challenging but important for hydrocarbon reservoir prospecting. We undertake geometric and volumetric analysis of a fault-scarp degradation complex and adjacent hangingwall-fill associated with an individual fault block in the northern Carnarvon Basin, NW Shelf, Australia. Fault throw, and vertical and headward erosion of the complex are measured. Seismic-stratigraphic and seismic facies analyses allow us to constrain the along-strike architectural variability of the footwall-derived fans in the hangingwall. Footwall-derived systems interacted with hangingwall- and axial-derived systems, through diversion around topography, interfingering, or successive onlap. We calculate the volume of footwall-sourced hangingwall fans for nine quadrants along the fault block, and compare this to the
volume of material eroded from the immediately up-dip fault-scarp. This analysis highlights areas of sediment bypass (excess erosion) and areas fed by sediment sources beyond the degraded fault scarp (excess hangingwall-fill). Exposure of the border fault footwall and adjacent fault terraces produced small catchments located beyond the fault crest that fed the hangingwall basin. One source persisted nearly throughout the syn-rift episode, and its location coincided with: (i) an intra-basin topographic high; (ii) a local fault throw minimum, possibly representing a breached relay ramp; (iii) increased vertical and headward erosion within the fault-scarp degradation complex; and (iv) sustained clinoform development in the immediate hangingwall. Our novel quantitative volumetric approach to identify through-going sediment input points and areas dominated by sediment bypass could be applied to other rift basin-fills. We also emphasise the need to incorporate interaction of multiple sediment sources and their resultant architecture in tectono-stratigraphic models for rift basins.

1. Introduction

Fault-scarp degradation (e.g. Underhill et al., 1997; Morley et al., 2007; Mortimer & Carrapa, 2007; Welbon et al., 2007; Elliott et al., 2012; Henstra et al., 2016; Bilal et al., 2018) typically feeds sediment into the immediate hangingwall basin to form subaerial and subaqueous fans (McLeod & Underhill, 1999; Sharp et al., 2000; Fraser et al., 2002; Stewart & Reeds, 2003). In a simple source-to-sink configuration, the size of the related catchment (Elliott et al., 2012; Bilal et al., 2018), and the stratigraphic architecture of adjacent hangingwall fans (Gawthorpe et al., 1994; 2017; Dorsey et al., 1995; Dorsey & Umhoefer, 2000; Ghinassi, 2007; Barrett et al., 2018; 2019a) relate to fault throw. However, few studies attempt an integrated assessment of footwall degradation and hangingwall architecture, and those that have are from recently active systems (e.g. Collier & Gawthorpe, 1995; Pechlivanidou et al., 2018).

Two principal sources supply material from the footwall to the hangingwall of a rift basin: 1) the immediate scarps of normal faults; i.e. consequent systems, and 2) through-going sediment inputs from established catchments located beyond the immediate fault crest, i.e. antecedent systems (Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000). Differentiating between these two supply signals in the rock record is difficult. First, in the absence of provenance, textural maturity, and biostratigraphic data, it is challenging to determine sediment source areas and the relative ages between syn-rift units. Second, many active or inactive rifts presently exposed at the Earth’s surface lack fully three-dimensional exposure of hangingwall stratigraphy and the related footwall erosional landscapes. Third, subsurface imaging of drainage catchments is rare because of the limited preservation of such erosional landscapes (e.g. Smallwood & Gill, 2002; Hartley et al., 2011; Elliott et al., 2012; Stucky de Quay et al., 2017). The ability to discriminate between these two inputs is important for understanding sediment transport to and within the basin, and also for reservoir quality assessment of hangingwall fans (Reading & Richards, 1994;
We thus require an alternative method for determining the location of through-going sediment input points from seismic-stratigraphic analysis alone. Mass balancing is a common technique in large-scale source-to-sink studies (Paola & Martin, 2012; Michael et al., 2013; Hampson et al., 2014; Lin & Bhattacharya, 2017; Watkins et al., 2018). Such a pragmatic approach could be used to decipher supply signals by constraining and understanding the origin of any volume deficits between hangingwall deposits and their up-dip footwall-hosted catchments.

Although, footwall-derived depositional systems are most commonly reported (e.g. Gawthorpe et al., 1994; Leppard & Gawthorpe, 2006; Ford et al., 2007; Backert et al., 2010; Turner & Cronin, 2018), in rifts defined by prominent pre-rift topography, and in which antithetic faults, folds, and interacting fault arrays are widespread, hangingwall- and axial-derived systems can be as influential as footwall-derived systems in controlling the basin infill (Leeder et al., 1996; Jackson et al., 2011; McArthur et al., 2016a). How multiple depositional systems interact within a fault-confined basin, and how those interactions evolve with the growth of associated structural elements (e.g. secondary faults and folds), is relatively understudied (Sharp et al., 2000; Jackson et al., 2006; Lewis et al., 2015; Serck & Braathen, 2019). A better understanding of these processes is necessary to unravel the complexity of the ultimate depositional architecture of a hangingwall basin-fill.

Here, we analyse footwall degradation and associated hangingwall-fill across an individual fault block in the northern Carnarvon Basin, NW Shelf, Australia using a novel volume-balance approach. Our aims are to: 1) assess the interaction between multiple depositional systems with different origins in a fault-confined basin and the influence of evolving rift structure on their development; 2) identify the position of footwall-derived, through-going sediment entry points in the absence of direct seismic imaging of the related catchment; 3) discuss the implications of the developed approach for hydrocarbon exploration; and 4) present a quantitatively-informed interpretation of the tectono-sedimentary evolution of the basin. This study can be used to inform other systems where the coeval, net-erosional footwall system is poorly preserved, and emphasises the need to incorporate multiple sediment sources and detailed interactions between their deposits into tectono-stratigraphic models of rift basin-fills.

2. Study area

The northern Carnarvon Basin (535 000 km²; Fig. 1) is positioned towards the southern limit of the NW Shelf, Australia, and is bounded by the Roebuck and Canning Basins to the north-east, the southern Carnarvon Basin to the south, and the Argo, Gascoyne and Cuvier Abyssal Plains to the north and west (Hocking, 1988). Internally, the basin comprises several NE-trending, Palaeozoic-Cenozoic structural elements that accommodate a <15 km thick sedimentary succession. The Beagle, Dampier, Barrow and
Exmouth sub-basins are located in the inboard region of the basin and represent failed rift systems (Fig. 1A). The Exmouth Plateau sits outboard of these sub-basins (Stagg & Colwell, 1994; Gartrell, 2016). The Exmouth Plateau is a broad 600 km long and 300-400 km wide), relatively undeformed platform that consists of stretched continental crust that is intersected by NNE-SSW-trending, domino-style extensional faults (Exon et al., 1992). The footwalls of these faults have been exploited for hydrocarbons, with the Thebe discovery being one of the most basinward (c. 350 km offshore) on the Exmouth Plateau (Williams, 2018). The north-east dipping fault bounding this discovery that is penetrated by the Thebe-2 well and its associated hangingwall basin, is the focus in this study (Figs. 1B and 1C).

The pre-rift succession across much of the Exmouth Plateau comprises Triassic fluvio-deltaic clastics (Mungaroo Formation). This formation is eroded at the crest of the studied fault, as well as many other faults across the Exmouth Plateau (Fig. 2) (Bilal et al., 2018). The base and top of the hangingwall syn-rift package are defined by the TR30 transgressive surface and the J40 sequence boundary, respectively (Marshall & Lang, 2013; Fig. 2). These units are condensed on the footwall of the fault. Overlying the J40 surface and onlapping the degraded scarp of focus is the Late Jurassic, Dingo Claystone and Jansz Sandstone (Ellis et al., 2009).

3. Geological context

The break-up of Gondwanaland resulted in multiple phases of rifting on the NW Shelf during the Paleozoic and Mesozoic (Fig. 2). The Late Carboniferous to Early Permian was characterised by the break-away of the Sibamasu block, and resulted in the development of the Westralian Superbasin and the formation of the NE-trending structural grain that dominates the NW Shelf (Yeates et al., 1987; Bradshaw et al., 1994; Etheridge & O’Brien, 1994). Following extension, a post-rift thermal sag basin developed during the Triassic, which was punctuated by shorter periods of compression (e.g. Fitzroy Movement; Forman & Wales, 1981). During this time, a thick succession of marine to non-marine (Locker Shale and Mungaroo Formation) sediments were deposited (Longley et al., 2002; Marshall & Lang, 2013).

A major period of rifting in the Late Triassic-Jurassic (Fig. 2) was responsible for the disintegration of Argoland and the formation of the northern Carnarvon Basin sub-basins, exploiting older structural fabrics (Longley et al., 2002). The Lhasa micro-plate separated from Gondwana during the Norian (Metcalfe, 1999) and the West Burma micro-plate separated over three phases spanning the Hettangian (earliest Jurassic) to Kimmeridgian (Late Jurassic) (Longley et al., 2002). The inboard sub-basins received abundant syn-rift sediments throughout the Jurassic, accumulating a >6 km thick succession. However, the more distal part of the Exmouth Plateau was sediment starved, and a condensed (<400 m
thick) siltstone succession was deposited, represented by the Murat and Athol formations (Marshall & Lang, 2013; Gartrell et al., 2016; Bilal et al., 2018). The Oxfordian J40 SB (Marshall & Lang, 2013) defines the cessation of fault activity.

After a period of tectonic quiescence, renewed activity occurred during the Berriasian (Early Cretaceous) resulting in the separation of Greater India, deposition of the Barrow Group, and formation of the Gascoyne and Cuvier oceanic abyssal plains (Veevers, 1988; Longley et al., 2002). Valanginian-Aptian marine shales (Muderong Formation) comprise the early post-rift succession and act as regional seals to Late Triassic-Early Cretaceous hydrocarbon reservoirs (Bradshaw et al., 1988; Tindale et al., 1998). Carbonate deposition replaced siliciclastic during the Late Cretaceous (Bradshaw et al., 1994). Post-rift regional tectonic activity first occurred during the Campanian (Late Cretaceous) in response to far-field plate motion on the southern Australian margin. This activity resulted in transpressional growth of pre-existing normal faults (Bradshaw et al., 1988; Tindale et al., 1998). Subsequently, during the Neogene, collision between the Australian plate and the Java-Banda arc (SE Asia) caused inversion and reactivation of faults across the northern Carnarvon Basin (Keep et al., 1998; Hengesh & Whitney, 2016) (Fig. 2).

4. Dataset

We use a full angle PSTM (Pre-Stack Time Migrated) 3D seismic reflection dataset (HEX07B) that covers an 1800 km² area around the Thebe discovery, and well-log data from the Thebe-2 appraisal well (Ellis et al., 2009) (Fig. 1). The seismic reflection data were acquired in 2007 with a Bolt airgun array (2000 psi) and 8 x 3600 m streamer cables with 100 m spacing, reaching a maximum penetration of 4609.5 ms TWT. Inlines trend NW and crosslines NE, with an interval of 25 m and 12.5 m, respectively. Seismic reflection data are displayed as zero phase and with the European-Australian normal polarity convention, whereby a downwards increase in acoustic impedance corresponds to a negative reflection; i.e. ‘trough-peak-trough’ is presented with ‘red-blue-red’ colours on our seismic profiles. All seismic reflection sections are presented with c. 5x vertical exaggeration. Seismic frequency within the interval of interest (~2500 to 3200 ms TWT) ranges from 15 to 65 Hz, with an average of 40 Hz. At the Thebe-2 well the seafloor is penetrated at 1325 mTVD from MSL. Due to effects of the deep water column on velocity, average velocity data has been calculated from the seabed downwards. The average velocity at the Top Pre-Rift surface in Thebe-2 is 2064 m/s. Using that velocity, the average wavelength of the data in the interval of interest is ~34 m, which yields an estimated maximum vertical resolution of 8.5 m (λ/4) and a limit of detectability of 1.1 m (λ/30) (Widess, 1973; Kallweit & Wood, 1982). Key formation tops were interpreted from well log data and formed the basis for regional seismic mapping (Fig. 2). Data used in this study is open-access and can

5. Methods

In order to understand the tectono-sedimentary evolution of the basin, and to locate the position of fixed drainage systems on the footwall crests that supplied the hangingwall basin, the following steps were taken.

5.1. Stratigraphic analysis

Seismic facies changes (Table 1), bedding dips and stratal terminations (onlap, downlap, truncation) were used to distinguish 12 seismic units (A-L) in the hangingwall stratigraphy. Interpretations of seismic facies are based upon diagnostic geometries and informed by the literature on depositional environments in rift basins (subsurface, modern and exposed) (e.g. Dart et al., 1994; Ravnås & Steel, 1998; Gawthorpe et al., 2000; Leppard & Gawthorpe, 2006; Henstra et al., 2017; Muravchik et al., 2018; Barrett et al., 2019a,b; Cullen et al., 2019). Units are defined based on observations and sequence stratigraphic significance is not assumed. The top and base of each unit were mapped manually at high resolution (every inline and crossline). Mapped surfaces change character and merge laterally. As such, some seismic units interfinger in some places, whereas further along-strike they are stacked. A number of seismic units are restricted to and derived from the main border fault (from the south-east), whereas others are restricted to and derived from the north-western parts of the basin. Each seismic unit was gridded and relative volume (see section 5.3) was estimated. Seismic units were grouped into four sets bound by three key stratal surfaces (KSS1-3) that are defined by multiple stratal terminations and which can be mapped throughout the hangingwall. Each unit set represents one of four phases of basin evolution.

The 3D seismic reflection data and stratigraphic framework permitted geometrical analysis of the hangingwall stratigraphy such that footwall-derived fans could be distinguished from hangingwall dip-slope- and axial-derived depositional systems. For example, clinoforms and sloping horizons that dip basinward from the main border fault and show a radial geometry in 3D are interpreted as footwall-derived fans. Based on geometry and seismic facies, the depositional systems in the hangingwall basin were characterised and their variation along-strike and through time (i.e. stratigraphically) was assessed.
5.2. Measurement of footwall degradation

The Top Pre-Rift (Top Mungaroo Formation) surface that extends across the seismic volume was mapped to reveal the geometry of the degraded fault scarp (Figs. 3 and 4). A pseudo-surface was then extrapolated by projecting the fault plane and the trend of the uneroded footwall top surface (Fig. 3). This pseudo-surface was then used to estimate the footwall geometry prior to erosion. The difference in vertical height between the highest point on the restored footwall (projected footwall cut-off) to the highest preserved point on the fault scarp is taken as the amount of vertical erosion. The distance between the highest point on the restored footwall to the most headward uneroded point on the footwall top surface is taken as the amount of headward erosion (Fig. 3). Uncertainty in these measurements, which propagates into the associated volume calculation (see below), relates to the accuracy with which we are able to assess the pre-erosion footwall geometry. This in turn is related to how accurately we extrapolate the fault plane and uneroded footwall top surface (Fig. 3). The volume between the restored footwall pseudo-surface and the Top Pre-Rift surface represents the total amount of erosion of the fault scarp (shown in cross-section in Fig. 3). We estimated fault throw every 5 inlines (125 m) by measuring the distance between the projected footwall cut-off point and the observed hangingwall cut-off (Fig. 3). Minimum fault throw is provided through measurement from the highest preserved point on the fault scarp to the hangingwall cut-off.

5.3. Volume calculations

A volume balancing approach was developed to compare the amount of sediment in the hangingwall ($V_{HW}$) to the amount of material eroded from the adjacent footwall ($V_{FW}$). For the latter, a 3D grid was constructed between the extrapolated pseudo-surface (restored footwall crest) and the Top Pre-Rift surface (Figs. 4B and 5). From this, the eroded thickness (1D) and eroded bulk volume (3D) of sediment was calculated.

To calculate the volume of sediment in the hangingwall, the two seismic units comprising radial, basinward-dipping reflections (Units E and H), were interpreted to represent footwall-derived fans. The base and top of these units were mapped, the areas between them were gridded, and the bulk volumes were calculated using the same approach as defined above for the footwall (Fig. 6).

Because the seismic reflection data are presented in time, the output volumes are not true volumes of eroded and deposited sediment. To augment comparisons along-strike, and to avoid physically unrealistic units, a ratio is presented of hangingwall-fill to footwall erosion ($V_{HW}/V_{FW}$). Each millisecond (TWT) on the vertical axis of a grid cell is assumed to represent one metre in the volume calculation (a velocity of 2000 m/s). The Top Pre-Rift surface in the Thebe-2 well (in the footwall) lies at 2632 ms (TWT) in the seismic data, where checkshot data yield an average velocity of 2066 m/s (Fig. 7).
7). This was averaged from the first checkshot below the seabed (1430 m MD; 1870 ms TWT seismic) to the Top Pre-Rift surface (2217 m MD; 1750 ms TWT seismic). One millisecond (TWT) at that depth represents 1.03 m. The interval velocity at the position of the Top Pre-Rift surface is 2182 m/s and so each millisecond (TWT) in that interval could represent up to 1.09 m (TWT). Therefore, the range of estimates for the vertical axis of a footwall grid cell based on average and interval velocities is therefore 1.03-1.09 m (Fig. 7). This is up to 10% larger than the 1 m assumption for the vertical axis of a grid cell used in the volume calculation for both the footwall and hangingwall, and so all ‘volumes’ represent minimum values and could be underestimated by <10%.

Another assumption is that a grid cell volume in the footwall is equivalent to one in the hangingwall, which is uncertain due to the lack of depth conversion and no wells penetrating the hangingwall. We can reduce some uncertainty by extrapolating velocity data in the footwall to the depth of the tops of the hangingwall fans to account for the expected increase in velocity with depth. The average velocity trend from the seabed to the Top-Pre-Rift surface is extrapolated to 3000 ms TWT. The pre-rift succession, including the gas-bearing zone below the footwall crest, are thus omitted from the velocity trend. This gives an average velocity of 2282 m/s at 3000 ms (TWT). One millisecond (WT) at this depth represents 1.14 m. Following the same approach with interval velocity data gives 2363 m/s at the depth equivalent to the top of the hangingwall fans. In this case, one millisecond (OWT) at this depth represents up to 1.18 m. The vertical axis of a hangingwall grid cell is between 1.14-1.18 m, and is therefore up to 15% thicker than a footwall cell, and thus may represent a larger volume of rock. Therefore, our approach likely underestimates hangingwall cell volume compared to footwall cell volume, which means any derived ratio is a minimum estimate. The hangingwall succession is also lithologically different to that in the footwall (pre-rift succession) and likely has different acoustic properties (e.g. higher or lower density, and faster or slower acoustic velocity).

Our volume balancing approach would be more effective with depth-converted data. However, no hangingwall basins are drilled across the Exmouth Plateau, meaning any velocity model-based depth conversion would be uncertain. Nonetheless, our approach could be applied to depth-converted data elsewhere, or TWT data if the appropriate uncertainties outlined above are considered.

5.3.1. $V_{HW}/V_{FW}$ quadrant analysis

In order to identify where the greatest difference in hangingwall-fill to footwall erosion occurs, we assess ten paired quadrants, with boundaries defined by interfan areas (Fig. 6A). The volume of footwall erosion ($V_{FW}$), and volume of sediment in the hangingwall fans ($V_{HW}$), are calculated for each quadrant, with the exception of Quadrant 10; this is omitted from our analysis due to significant uncertainty in the erosion measurements in the proximity of the relay zone. Only seismic units that are confidently
interpreted to be characterised by footwall-derived hangingwall fans are included in the analysis. Other hangingwall sources are therefore not considered to contribute to the volumes calculated. There are three main assumptions and considerations in our quadrant analysis: 1) all footwall-derived material is encompassed within each hangingwall quadrant, although some finer-grained, buoyant material may have bypassed the mapped area of the fans, may have been re-distributed along-strike or may have exited the basin; 2) the degraded footwall area within each quadrant supplies the hangingwall area within the same quadrant; i.e. there is no oblique supply between quadrants; 3) all eroded material from the footwall is preserved in Units E and H. Footwall-derived components are identified in other hangingwall units that could have come from fault scarp degradation. If considered in the analysis, they would increase hangingwall relative to footwall volumes and thus would support any hangingwall excess. All assumptions yield minimum estimates for hangingwall volume in each quadrant.

The difference between $V_{HW}$ and $V_{FW}$, and the $V_{HW}/V_{FW}$ ratio, are recorded for each quadrant. Any excess volume in the hangingwall (i.e. $V_{HW} > V_{FW}$ or $V_{HW}/V_{FW} > 1$) is interpreted to be a result of through-going sediment transport from beyond the footwall crest. Any excess eroded volume in the footwall (i.e. $V_{FW} > V_{HW}$ or $V_{HW}/V_{FW} < 1$) is interpreted to be a result of sediment bypass or redistribution. Quadrants are not equal in area, but through use of a ratio, the volumes are normalised and comparisons between quadrants can be made. Volumes are not normalised in the $V_{HW}-V_{FW}$ approach and highlight ‘absolute’ values of footwall erosion or hangingwall-fill excess.

6. Results

6.1. Stratigraphic framework

For the stratigraphic framework, twelve stratal units (Units A-L) are identified in the hangingwall basin, based on seismic facies (Table 1) and geometry (Table 2; Fig. 8; Fig. 9). The twelve stratal units are compiled into four sets (1-4), representing four stages of evolution of the basin. Four SE-dipping antithetic faults (AA, AB, AC and AD) striking parallel to the main border fault are identified. These faults were active at various times during rifting, based on thickness patterns in adjacent syn-rift units. For ease of description, the hangingwall basin is divided into three sub-basins (northern, central and southern; Fig. 8A). The southern and central sub-basins are separated by a topographic high that trends NW. The central and northern sub-basins encompass the strike extents of antithetic faults AA and AB, respectively. Foreset heights are provided with depth-converted estimates using a velocity of 2320 m/s, which sits in the range provided from average and interval velocity data in the footwall (2282-2363 m/s; see above; Fig. 7).
6.1.1. Unit Set 1

Unit Set 1 comprises Unit A, which is bounded by the Top Pre-Rift surface at its base and KSS1 at its top (Figs. 8 and 9). KSS1 is high-amplitude and laterally continuous in the northern sub-basin, but becomes lower amplitude and more discontinuous southward. Unit A extends across the entire hangingwall basin. The unit has a maximum stratigraphic thickness of 63 ms, and thins southwards to ~40 ms. Overall, Unit A thickens towards the main border fault; at the fault centre and towards the northern fault tip, this occurs in association with NW-dipping reflections that dip steeply away from the fault (SF1b, Table 1). The reflections exhibit a clinoformal geometry and appear to be fan-shaped in 3D (SF1b); we interpret these bodies as fan deltas. Elsewhere, the unit is dominated by discontinuous, undulating reflectors, which could represent subaqueous distributary channels in a relatively shallow water environment (SF6, Table 1).

6.1.2. Unit Set 2

Unit Set 2 comprises Units B-E, and is bounded at the base by KSS1 and at the top by KSS2 (Figs. 8 and 9). KSS2 comprises two high-amplitude, laterally continuous reflections that merge down-dip. Both reflections dip towards the basin at the same stratigraphic level, one from the NW and one from the SE. KSS2 is denoted by a change of seismic facies across it and multiple downlaps from reflections above.

Unit B thickens into the main border fault and slightly into the antithetic faults, AB and AC, which are separated by a short relay zone (Fig. 8A). Unit B is dominated by slope apron (SF1a, Table 1) and turbidites (SF4, Table 1). Fan-shaped, dipping reflections stack against the footwall of the main border fault, which are ~30 ms (~35 m) high and represented by single, low frequency, high amplitude wavelets. The internal architecture of the fans is below seismic resolution. SF4 (interpreted as turbidites) is the dominant seismic facies of the depositional systems inferred to come from the west, and in this case, reflections dip gently south-eastwards. Unit C is restricted to the basin centre and comprises east- and west-dipping reflections that offlap and fill the underlying topography (Figs. 8C, 8D and 9). It is dominantly composed of low amplitude, low frequency, discontinuous reflections interpreted to be a combination of mass transport deposits in clinoform bottomsets and pelagic/hemipelagic fall-out (SF5, Table 1). Their down-dip terminations interfinger with, and downlap onto Unit B. The top of Unit C is a distinct, flat-lying, high-amplitude trough event that is downlapped by reflections within Units E and F. The unit is bowl-shaped and is thickest (53 ms) at its centre. Unit D extends across the northern and central sub-basins (Figs. 8A-E and 9), but is absent in the immediate hangingwall of the main border fault. The unit thickens into antithetic faults AB and AC (Fig. 8). Mass transport deposits and pelagic/hemipelagic fall-out comprise Unit D (SF4 and SF5, Table 1), which dip gently towards the basin, from the NW. Unit E is dominated by fan deltas and intervening slope apron deposits against the main border fault (SF1a-b, Table 1) and extends along the entire hangingwall basin (Figs. 8A and 9). The unit is thickest in the immediate hangingwall of the main border fault (~93 ms) and thins towards
the basin, pinching out 400-700 m from the fault. Overall, reflections exhibit fan-shaped, dipping, clinoform-like geometries that appear to be footwall-derived. Foresets have a maximum height of 67 ms (78 m). In the north and central sub-basins, Unit E interfingers with Unit D (e.g. Figs. 8B, 8C and 8D), but towards the southern sub-basin, where present, it is downlapped by Unit D (Figs. 8E and 9). Unit E is used for volume balancing with footwall degradation because it is one of two units that are dominated by large-volume, footwall-derived fans.

6.1.3. Unit Set 3

Unit Set 3 comprises Units F-H, and is bound by KSS2 at the base and KSS3 at the top (Figs. 8 and 9). KSS3 is characterised by multiple onlaps from reflections within Unit Set 4 above. Unit F extends across the northern and central sub-basins from the West, but does not reach the main border fault. The unit thickens into antithetic faults AB, AC, and AD, and it is dominated by possible deep-water deposits (SF4 and 5; Table 1). Foresets have a maximum height of 40 ms (46 m) and dip away from antithetic fault AC, towards the south-east. Unit G extends across most of the hangingwall basin, but is absent <700 m from the main border fault because it onlaps underlying, fan delta-related topography (Unit E). The unit has a distinct character in the northern sub-basin, comprising three clinoform-bearing packages separated by a relatively flat-lying, low-medium amplitude reflection (Figs. 10E and 10F). Foresets within these units are ~20 ms tall (23 m), with clinoforms prograding southwards from the northern fault tip (SF2, Table 1; Fig. 10). In the central sub-basin, the thickness of the clinoform packages decreases, and the flat-lying horizons converge where they onlap KSS2. South of the basinal high separating the central and southern sub-basins, another set of clinoforms (SF3; ~40-60 ms; 46-70 m high) prograde south-eastwards from antithetic fault AC (Table 1; Fig. 10B). The clinoforms onlap and interfinger with the distal margin of fans within Unit H, decreasing in height down-dip (Figs. 8D and 10B). Unit H extends along the immediate hangingwall of the main border fault in the central and southern sub-basins. Similar to Unit E, Unit H comprises large (foreset heights up to 98 ms; 114 m), footwall-derived fans (SF1a-b, Table 1) that generally dip north-westward, and pinch-out ~850 m away from the fault. Unit H interferes with the south-east dipping Unit G. Unit H is used for volume balancing with footwall degradation because, like Unit E, it contains a substantial volume of footwall-derived deposits.

6.1.4. Unit Set 4

Unit Set 4 comprises Units I-L. The unit set is bounded by KSS3 at the base and the Top Syn-Rift surface (J40 SB) at the top (Figs. 8 and 9). Only Unit I is present in the central and northern sub-basins. In the central sub-basin, it is downlapped and overlain by Unit J, and fills the topography formed by underlying units (i.e. Units G and H). Unit I comprises possible turbidites and pelagic/hemipelagic fall-out, deposited in a relatively deepwater environment (SF7, Table 1). In the most northerly part of the central sub-basin, the top of Unit J is defined by J40 SB, whereas in the southern part of the central sub-
basin the unit is downlapped by Unit K. Unit J comprises a thickened area (~2.5 km radius) positioned at the centre of the main border fault and that onlaps onto underlying topography. Steeply-dipping reflections extend ~800 m away from the centre of the main border fault in Quadrant 6, where most footwall scarp degradation is observed (see below). The unit is characterised by SF1a and SF8, which represents low-medium amplitude, high frequency (50-80 Hz), steeply-dipping reflections with a planar slope geometry, interpreted to be slope apron or submarine fan deposits. Dipping reflections are up to 100 ms (~116 m) high. Unit K is mostly limited to the southern sub-basin and is characterised by possible deepwater deposits (SF4 and SF5, Table 1). Gently dipping reflections downlap Unit G, and dip away from the main border fault towards the NW. Unit L is only present in the southern sub-basin and the top of Unit L is defined by J40 SB. The unit has a maximum thickness of 80 ms, where it fills pre-existing lows in topography and is characterised by deep water deposits (SF7 and SF8, Table 1).

6.2. Along-strike variability of hangingwall fans

Footwall-, hangingwall- and axial-derived fans are identified in the hangingwall basin based upon the dip of related seismic reflections and their overall 3D geometries. Hangingwall-derived fans refer to those sourced from the hangingwall dip-slope (from the NW). These types of fans range in geometry and stacking patterns from aggradational clinoforms with distinct topsets (SF3, Table 1) in the southern sub-basin (Unit G, Fig. 8F), to progradational foresets with limited topset development (SF2, Table 1) in the central sub-basin (Unit F, Fig. 8E). Axial-derived fans also lack topsets, have lower foreset heights (20-40 ms; 23-46 m), and occur in three, vertically stacked packages that are internally defined by strongly progradational stacking (Table 1 and Fig. 9).

Substantial variability is observed between footwall-derived fans that prograde away from the main border fault. More specifically, four along-strike variations are observed: 1) overall 3D geometry, 2) the change in 3D geometry through time, 3) internal character, and 4) stacking patterns.

The overall 3D geometry of the fans varies along-strike and is used to distinguish SF1a (planar-slightly concaved slope, interpreted to be slope aprons) from SF1b (clinoformal shape with clear topsets and foresets, interpreted to be fan deltas) (Table 1). Both geometries appear to have developed during the deposition of Units E and H (Fig. 11). Interfan areas (Barrett et al., 2019b; Fig. 10C; position II, Fig. 11A) exhibit concave reflections, as opposed to the sloping or convex to clinoformal shapes of the flanking fans.

The evolution of the fans through time commonly results in a change in their 3D geometry. Small, isolated fans (~40 ms; 46 m foreset height) are observed in Unit Set 1, which built away from the footwall of the main border fault. In Unit Sets 2 and 3, individual fans enlarge (e.g. ~250 m radius; ~114 m foreset heights) and coalesce, occupying ~90% of the main border fault length. Slope apron
deposits develop between the fans (e.g. positions III, IV, V and VI, Fig. 11A). Towards the northern end of the fault, fan size does not increase through time. Positions III, IV, VI, IX and XI (Figs. 11A and 11B) show a change from a clinoformal geometry in the lower units to a sloping geometry in Units E and H. The only position that maintains its clinoformal geometry throughout its development is position VII (Figs. 11A and 11B).

The internal seismic character of the fans, in particular internal reflection continuity, is also variable along-strike from chaotic (e.g. positions IV and V, Fig. 11A), through discontinuous (e.g. positions III, X and XI, Fig. 11A), to continuous (e.g. positions I, VI, IX and VIII, Fig. 11A). The seismic character is also variable through time. For example, at position VII (Fig. 11A), reflectivity is continuous towards the base, discontinuous in the middle, chaotic within a short interval, before becoming continuous again towards the top (Fig. 11B).

In the lower units, stacking patterns of clinoforms change from progradational towards the north-eastern fault tip (position I, Fig. 11A) to aggradational towards the fault centre (position IV, Fig. 11A). At position VII, where a clinoform-like geometry is maintained throughout rifting, stacking varies between progradational, aggradational, and retrogradational trends through time (Fig. 11B). Even with the absence of a topset-foreset breakpoint for stacking analysis, a strong retrogradational trend is clearly visible ~1 km to the south (position VIII, Fig. 11B), and an aggradational trend ~2 km to the north (position VI, Fig. 11B). This variability likely reflects the delicate balance between accommodation creation and sediment supply along the fault.

6.3. Footwall analysis results

The most accurate estimation of fault throw is presented with measurements from the projected footwall cut-off (red line, Fig. 12A), although there is some uncertainty with the mapping of the pseudo-surface. Measurements from the highest point on the preserved fault scarp represent the minimum fault throw (grey line, Fig. 12A). Both show a parabolic trend along-strike. Maximum fault throw (projected) is measured towards the fault centre (642 ms; 424 m), decreasing to c. 170 ms (198 m) towards the fault tips. Measurements do not reach the fault tips because the north-eastern fault tip is beyond the seismic dataset limit, and in the south-west, the fault extends into a relay zone with an adjacent fault and the fault tip position is obscured. A fault throw minima is observed in Q7 (Figs. 6 and 12), which coincides with a topographic high in the hangingwall that separates the central and southern sub-basins (Fig. 9). The high appears to be inherited from an underlying, perpendicular structure. The fault throw minima suggests that this position could represent a now-breached relay zone.

Minimum values of vertical erosion are apparent towards the fault tips (23 ms; 24 m using a velocity of 2066 m/s), increasing towards the fault centre with an approximate parabolic distribution along-strike,
in line with fault throw. The maximum vertical erosion (228 ms; 236 m) is in Q6 (Figs. 6 and 12A); this coincides with maximum headward erosion (905 m). Headward erosion is highly irregular along-strike, with large differences between peaks and troughs over short distances. Notable peaks in headward erosion occur in Q3 and Q5-7 (Fig. 12A). Nonetheless, there is still also an overall parabolic trend along the fault, in line with fault throw. Drainage systems in the footwall could be indicated by positions of high headward erosion, but distinct thalwegs, such as those documented in Elliott et al. (2012) were not clear in the seismic reflection data. Moreover, beyond the fault scarp degradation complex, the hangingwall dip slope is conformable until the next across-strike fault, thus an erosional landscape beyond the footwall crest is not apparent; either it did not form, or it was not preserved. This highlights the requirement for an alternative method to identify fixed, through-going sediment input points.

6.4. Volume balancing - \( V_{HW}/V_{FW} \)

Volume balancing between the footwall-derived material in the hangingwall fans (\( V_{HW} \) of Units E and H) and the eroded material from the footwall (\( V_{FW} \)) reveals the position of through-going sediment input points, and areas of sediment bypass and/or redistribution. More specifically, quadrants that exhibit excess footwall erosion relative to hangingwall-fill (\( V_{HW}/V_{FW} < 1 \)) represent areas of sediment bypass, and those that exhibit excess hangingwall-fill (\( V_{HW}/V_{FW} > 1 \)) correspond to through-going, antecedent sediment input points. In the \( V_{HW}/V_{FW} \) plot (Fig. 12B), many of the quadrants show values close to 1, indicating an approximate balance between erosion and adjacent sedimentation. In the \( V_{HW}-V_{FW} \) plot, balanced quadrants have a value close to 0. Using both plots, the only area of convincing sediment bypass is in Q5, which coincides with an area characterised by the deposition of hangingwall slope aprons (Fig. 11). Areas with apparent sediment bypass may in fact be balanced if stratigraphically older fans, buried more deeply within the hangingwall, were included in the hangingwall volume calculation.

The highest peak in \( V_{HW}/V_{FW} \) and \( V_{HW}-V_{FW} \) occurs in Q6 (\( V_{HW}/V_{FW} = 1.7 \); Figs. 12B and 12C), which could indicate the position of a through-going input point. This position coincides with the highest measured headward and vertical erosion along the fault. The fan in Q6 shows clinoforms in Unit Set 1 and slope apron geometries in Unit Sets 2-3 (position VI, Fig. 11). A second major positive peak occurs in Q7 (\( V_{HW}/V_{FW} = 1.5 \); Figs. 12B and 12C). This is coincident with highs in vertical and headward erosion, a fault throw minimum (Fig. 12A), and a topographic high in the hangingwall basin (Fig. 9). This peak also occurs where sustained clinoform development is apparent throughout Unit Sets 1-3, with clinoforms defined by clear topsets and radial foresets (SF1b, Table 1; position VII, Fig. 11). Another peak, in Q3 (\( V_{HW}/V_{FW} = 1.6 \); Fig. 12B) coincides with clinoform development in the hangingwall in Unit Sets 1-2 (Fig. 13). This peak does not correlate with peaks in headward and vertical erosion, but such highs occur in the adjacent Q2. One hypothesis may be that fans prograded obliquely.
from Q2 to Q3, an interpretation that is supported by the fan in Unit E being skewed towards the NE (Top Unit E contour map, Fig. 11A).

As previously discussed, our volume balancing approach underestimates hangingwall cell volume compared to footwall cell volume by up to 15%. This means any ratio value is a minimum estimate. As such, it is possible that areas characterised by excess erosion \( (V_{HW}/V_{FW} < 1) \) may be closer to a balance, and areas characterised by excess hangingwall-fill \( (V_{HW}/V_{FW} > 1) \) are underestimated. This supports our interpretation that Q3, Q6 and Q7 were defined by through-going sediment dispersal systems.

7. Tectono-stratigraphic evolution

7.1. Phase 1 – Unit Set 1

Thickening of Unit Set 1 strata into the main border fault suggests that the fault became active at this time (Fig. 13). Small, footwall-derived fan deltas began to build at discrete locations along the main border fault, as evidenced by the development of clinoforms. Small foreset heights in Unit Set 1 suggests relatively shallow water depths at this time. The progradational stacking of fans towards the north-eastern fault tip (Q3, Fig. 13) suggests that sediment supply outpaced accommodation creation in the hangingwall. Conversely, aggradational stacking towards the fault centre (Q6, Fig. 13) implies that sediment supply and accommodation creation were approximately equivalent. For a given sediment supply, this stacking distribution is typical of hangingwall basins where fault-related subsidence presents a parabolic distribution along-strike, with maximum subsidence towards the fault centre and minima at the fault tips (Walsh & Watterson, 1988; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; 2003; Dawers & Anderson, 1995; Hardy & Gawthorpe, 1998; Hunt & Gawthorpe, 2000; Childs et al., 2003; Jackson et al., 2005; Serck & Braathen, 2019). In Q7, the fan delta presents a progradational geometry despite being relatively close to the fault centre, either suggesting enhanced sediment supply and/or reduced accommodation creation at this position. The fan delta is positioned at a structural high defining the boundary between the central and southern sub-basins. Here, a fault throw minima is interpreted as a breached relay, indicating low rates of subsidence and accommodation creation during the early stages of fault development. Sediment input may also have been focussed through the relay zone at this time (Gawthorpe & Hurst, 1993; Leeder & Jackson, 1993; Gupta et al., 1999; Densmore et al., 2003; Fossen & Rotevatn, 2016). This sediment input then became fixed in the landscape and continued to supply sediment throughout the basin evolution.

7.2. Phase 2 – Unit Set 2

Unit Set 2 strata dip and start to thicken towards antithetic faults AB and AC, which suggests that these faults became active at this time (Fig. 13). Footwall-derived fans continued to aggrade in the immediate
hangingwall of the main border fault, but their geometry changed. For example, the earlier (Unit Set 1) fan delta in Q6 was overlain by slope apron deposits (SF1a, Table 1); this implies basin deepening, which is likely a result of increased fault-related subsidence. In the northern sub-basin (Q3) and at the structural high between the central and southern sub-basins (Q7), two fan deltas continued to build, suggesting reduced subsidence and accommodation creation, or enhanced sediment supply at these specific locations. Fan delta stacking patterns in Q7 changed from progradational to aggradational-retrogradational at this time, suggesting reduced sediment supply or enhanced accommodation creation relative to that characterising Phase 1. Hangingwall-derived, submarine fans prograded from antithetic faults AB and AC, and interfingered at their distal margin with footwall-derived fans from the main border fault (Fig. 13). The fault scarp was subaerially exposed at this time, facilitating degradation, which was greatest at the fault centre and least at the fault tips. This pattern of erosion reflects the present distribution of slip and throw on the basin-bounding fault. Antithetic fault crests lack seismic-scale erosion and are interpreted to be submerged.

7.3. Phase 3 – Unit Set 3

Fault-scarp degradation along the main border fault continued, feeding hangingwall slope aprons and submarine fans (Fig. 13). The through-going, fixed sediment input persisted in Q7, as the fan delta underwent a period of progradation before retrogradation. Progradation could reflect an increased sediment supply, reduced activity on the fault (and thus accommodation creation), or a relative base level fall. An eventual return to the general retrogradational trend characterising other along-strike locations likely reflects an increase in fault-related subsidence. Strata thicken into antithetic faults AA and AD at this time, implying they had become active. At the structural high between the central and southern sub-basins, a hangingwall-derived fan delta prograded from antithetic fault AD, towards the SE. The fan delta downlapped onto and prograded up the distal margin of the footwall-derived fan delta in Q7, prograding towards the NW (Fig. 13). During this phase, the footwall-derived fan delta in Q3 was drowned and became a slope apron. Axial drainage from near the northern fault tip, parallel to the fault, then dominated sediment dispersal. Strongly progradational clinoforms suggest a deltaic origin with a high sediment supply. These deltas prograded around topography related to preceding and concurrent footwall-derived deposits (Fig. 10D). Two sets of stacked foresets are observed, separated by flat-lying reflections that are tentatively interpreted to represent flooding surfaces formed during two minor relative sea level cycles (Fig. 10E).

7.4. Phase 4 – Unit Set 4

Footwall-derived slope apron deposits continued to be locally deposited during Phase 4 (Fig. 13). An exception occurs at Q6, where a large submarine fan formed, basinward of the area of greatest footwall degradation. The absence of clinoforms suggests that the fan delta in Q7 was drowned. Elsewhere, lower angle dips and multiple onlaps in various directions indicate passive infilling of the basin, most
likely be pelagic or hemipelagic sediment. The depositional environment at this time is unclear, but given the absence of clinoformal geometries that are otherwise indicative of a marginal setting, and the presence of suspected subaqueous fans against the main border fault, it is speculated to be a deeper water basin than in Phases 1-3. The lack of thickness changes across the antithetic faults suggest they were no longer active; the basin-bounding faults may also have become inactive at this time.

8. Discussion

Through analysis of footwall erosion and hangingwall-fill, we have identified the positions of through-going sediment input points and have some constraint of the catchment history from the fault footwall. Moreover, we have assessed the contribution of sediment sources from other positions in the basin (hangingwall- and axial-derived), and the along-strike variability of their deposits through time. Here, we discuss the implications of these outcomes for: 1) footwall catchment identification in rifts and, 2) sediment supply to rift basins.

8.1. Where are the footwall catchments?

We undertook a novel, volume balancing approach to identify whether sediment was sourced solely from footwall degradation, or whether intra-basin catchments were also important. We found excess hangingwall-fill ($V_{HW} > V_{FW}$), which suggests that fault scarp degradation was not the only sediment source. Using the ratio and difference between the two ($V_{HW}/V_{FW}$ and $V_{HW} - V_{FW}$) for geometrically defined quadrants along the fault, we could more precisely constrain the areas that were dominated by sediment bypass ($V_{HW} < V_{FW}$) and the areas that coincide with fixed, through-going sediment input points ($V_{HW} > V_{FW}$).

Excess hangingwall-fill was highlighted in Q3, 6 and 7, as the positions of through-going sediment input points and thus, catchments beyond the fault crest. Q7 coincides with the topographic high between the central and southern sub-basins, a fault throw minima, peaks in vertical and headward erosion, and sustained clinoform development in the immediate hangingwall through Phases 1-3. It is interpreted that sediments entered the basin here through a relay zone (Phase 1) that was later breached, yet continued be a focal basin entry point (Phase 2-3) (e.g. Young et al., 2003). In Q3 and 6, early clinoforms in the hangingwall were overlain by slope apron deposits. Q6 is characterised by the highest headward and vertical erosion. Q3 is suggested to be fed obliquely by high erosion in Q2. It was not possible to constrain the timing of erosion relative to hangingwall sedimentation from the volume-balancing approach alone. Seismic mapping of clinoforms and planar-sloping reflectors in the hangingwall stratigraphy can resolve deltaic versus slope apron deposits, and formed the basis of the relative timing interpretation (Fig. 13). Our interpretations suggest that through-going sediment inputs switched off (sediment supply reduced) in various phases (Fig. 13), which could have resulted from
slope changes associated to fault growth (e.g. Cowie et al., 2006; Attal et al., 2008). It is also possible that the transition from fan delta to slope apron deposits in the hangingwall did not occur from the switching-off of sediment inputs, but was the result of subsidence rate increasing and outpacing the sediment supply.

The Thebe sub-basin was (and still is) located in a relatively distal position on the northern Carnarvon basin. Regional stratigraphic analysis reports an overall increase in water depth from the Late Triassic to the Late Jurassic (J40) (Hocking et al., 1988; Longley et al., 2002; Marshall & Lang, 2013). Although we have no constraints on the precise timing of the basin fill, our volume balancing approach, and observations of fault-scarp degradation and hangingwall clinoform development suggests: 1) a relatively shallow water environment, 2) exposure of the footwall crest, and 3) the presence of palaeo-coastlines against the main border fault during Phases 1-3, and against antithetic fault AD during Phase 3. In Phase 4, these sources were flooded as sea-level rose. Bilal et al. (2018) argue that adjacent footwall scarps in the northern Carnarvon Basin were degraded in a subaqueous environment, based on the absence of submarine canyon development and subaerial indicators in well data. However, the authors did not provide a mechanistic explanation for clinoform development and footwall crest degradation of this scale, and fixed through-going input points, in a fully marine setting, in the absence of a subaerial source. Our interpretation is consistent with large-scale, palaeogeographic maps from the J30 sequence (Longley et al., 2002) that show deposition in narrow rift valleys and palaeo-coastlines fringing exposed fault blocks. Similar scenarios of uplifted and exposed footwall highs and islands supplying hangingwall basins are interpreted in the Late Jurassic North Sea (Yielding et al., 1992; Berger & Roberts, 1999; Nøttvedt et al., 2000; McArthur et al., 2016b; Roberts et al., 2019) and the Quaternary-modern Aegean Sea (Papadopoulos & Palvides, 1992; Stiros et al., 1994).

8.2. Sediment supply in rift basins

The volume of sediment in Units E and H amounts to ~10% of the total hangingwall-fill. Footwall-derived material is apparent in other units, so this is a minimum estimate of footwall-derived material in the hangingwall basin. However, the hangingwall- and axial-derived systems (and pelagic and hemipelagic material) made a clear and substantial contribution to the basin-fill (~90%), and their relative influence changed through time as the basin evolved. In the early stages of the basin, footwall-derived systems were most prominent, likely because of border fault activity. Later, footwall-derived systems continued to build, but changed in style along-strike according to the local ratio of accommodation creation to sediment supply. Hangingwall-derived systems started to play an important role when antithetic faults became active. Subsequently, the axial system, which prograded from the northern fault tip, established itself and formed a large component of Unit G. No system prograded axially from the southern fault tip. The growth and interaction of adjacent faults outside of the
immediate study area and local antithetic faults generated variable intra-basin relief and gradients, and are thus likely to have played a role in determining sediment flux, entry points, and the migration of depositional systems around the basin (Gawthorpe & Hurst, 1993; Roberts et al., 1993; Ravnås & Steel, 1998; Whittaker et al., 2010).

Coeval and competing sediment supply systems result in complex process and architectural interactions and should be an important aspect of tectono-sedimentary models for rifts. Here, depositional systems represent a spectrum of compensational stacking styles (e.g. Mohrig et al., 2000; Olariu & Bhattacharya, 2006; Prélat et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011; Straub & Pyles, 2012; Bell et al., 2018), and are observed to interfinger, abruptly downlap, to build up the flanks of another, or to route around each other. The relative timing of establishment and progradation of different depositional systems clearly plays an important role in this interaction, but also the depositional gradients of the competing systems (Dodd et al., 2018) and the individual stream power of, for example river systems, given it is this which strongly influences its ability to erode and/or bypass (Stevenson et al., 2015). However, we note that the widely used conceptual models for the tectono-sedimentary evolution of rifts do not capture interacting sediment supply systems of different origins and stacking patterns, and instead emphasise footwall-derived depositional systems (e.g. Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000). This is in part due to the prolificacy of the rift basins that have been studied to generate these models; the Gulf of Corinth has been particularly influential in this regard, as it is characterised by a number of large, antecedent, transverse drainage systems that are excellently exposed (Dart et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; Ford et al., 2007; Rohais et al., 2007; Backert et al., 2010; Gobo et al., 2015; Barrett et al., 2019a,b). These models need to be adapted to incorporate contribution and interactions of other sediment entry points to the basin that this and other recent studies have highlighted (e.g. McArthur et al., 2016a; Henstra et al., 2017; Muravchik et al., 2018; Cullen et al., 2019).

8.3. Implications for hydrocarbon exploration

We have documented the styles of interaction between footwall-, hangingwall- and axial-derived depositional systems and these are important when assessing petroleum systems development in rifts. For example, it can ultimately define the distribution, connectivity, trapping, and pinch-out geometries associated with their related reservoirs. Our quantitative volumetric approach could be applied to identify the position of through-going sediment input points in other hydrocarbon-bearing rifts. These far-field sources yield sediment that has travelled further, and are is thus likely to be more reworked and mature than sediment derived from the immediately adjacent fault scarp (Reading & Richards, 1994; Richards et al., 1998; Leppard & Gawthorpe, 2006). Therefore, when prospecting hangingwall fans, areas sourced by established catchments beyond the footwall crest could have higher reservoir quality and thus deliverability. Our approach could be similarly used to identify areas dominated by
sediment bypass (Stevenson et al., 2015); it could thus be a useful tool in the search for prospective subaqueous fans deposited further basinward, perhaps in the basin axis. Both approaches would ideally be performed with depth-converted seismic reflection data built from a well-constrained velocity model; this would allow for a more accurate estimate of eroded and deposited sediment volumes. However, as we demonstrate, it is still possible to estimate and work with the volume balance ratio derived from time-migrated seismic reflection data. Identification and mapping of footwall catchments and/or imaging of footwall-derived, hangingwall clinoforms supports our volume balancing approach. Here, footwall catchments beyond the fault crest were not imaged, but mapping hangingwall clinoforms was possible. In areas where data quality restricts the imaging of footwall catchments or hangingwall clinoforms, this approach could be used.

9. Conclusion

A quantitatively-informed interpretation of the tectono-sedimentary evolution of an individual fault block in the northern Carnarvon Basin, NW Shelf, offshore Australia, suggests that the basin evolved through four phases linked to the evolution of the main border fault and a number of parallel, antithetic faults, which became active at different times. Through-going sediment input points were identified in Quadrants 3, 6 and 7. The latter persisted throughout the basin evolution and coincides with the saddle (topographic high) between the central and southern sub-basins, a fault throw minimum, peaks in vertical and headward erosion, and convincing and sustained clinoform development in the immediate hangingwall. Exposure of the border fault footwall and inboard/adjacent fault terraces (that may have become active earlier) are interpreted to have produced small catchments that fed the hangingwall basin, reflecting deposition in narrow rift valleys and palaeo-shorelines that fringed emergent fault blocks in the outboard part of the northern Carnarvon Basin.

Overall there are two main outcomes of this study that represent advances in the fields of syn-rift geomorphology and tectono-stratigraphy:

1) Complex process and architectural interactions are observed between depositional systems within the same basin, but with different origins (footwall-, hangingwall- and axial-derived) that yield similar contributions to the hangingwall-fill. Depositional systems are observed to interfinger, abruptly downlap, build up the flanks of another, or route around each other, which represents a spectrum of compensational stacking styles within a fault-confined basin. This is an important outcome which should be incorporated into existing models for tectono-sedimentary development in rift basins.

2) A quantitative approach is presented that could be used to independently locate through-going input points in other basins, particularly where preservation of erosional landscapes are limited and/or
subsurface imaging is challenging. Similarly, it could be useful tool for identifying areas along a fault that were dominated by sediment bypass.
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12. Figures

Figure 1. Study area location. A) Regional map of the NW Shelf, Australia. White box indicates study area. B) Map to show the limit of the seismic dataset. A time structure map (TWT) of the Top Pre-Rift surface is presented to highlight the faults. The specific study area covers the most north-western fault block; the Thebe-2 well penetrates the footwall of the fault. C) Regional schematic dip-section, with the position of the Thebe-2 well (modified from Geoscience Australia). Section position shown in A (C-C’).
Figure 2. Stratigraphy of the northern Carnarvon Basin with formation tops from the Thebe-2 well presented on a NW-SE seismic section. The syn-kinematic interval of this fault is between the TR30 transgressive surface and J40 sequence boundary, which is expressed as a vertical succession in the hangingwall (blue shading), and a surface in the footwall. Pre-rift stratigraphy is shaded in pink. TS = Transgressive surface; MFS = Maximum flooding surface; SB = sequence boundary. Tectonic events from Longley et al. (2002). Play intervals from Marshall & Lang (2013).
Figure 3. Positions on the fault that are used for measuring fault throw, and headward and vertical erosion, associated with fault scarp degradation. Pre-rift stratigraphy is shaded translucent white.
Figure 4. A) 3D capture of the Top Pre-Rift surface across the seismic dataset to reveal a series of normal fault blocks with degraded fault scarps. B) 3D image of the fault of interest in the study area (position shown in ‘A’ with white dashed outline). A map of the eroded thickness of sediment is overlain onto the fault scarp. Eroded thickness colour map from Crameri (2018).
Figure 5. Seismic cross-section to highlight the degraded fault scarp. A) Degraded area of the fault scarp is onlapped and filled by the post-rift strata. Transparency is applied to the Top Pre-Rift surface to reveal the footwall seismic character. B) Map of the eroded thickness of sediment is overlain onto the fault scarp. C) Zoomed in area of ‘B’ to show eroded thickness of the footwall projected onto the seismic cross-section. SB = sequence boundary. Eroded thickness colour map from Crameri (2018).
Figure 6. Methodology for volume balancing approach ($V_{HW}/V_{FW}$). A) Layout of quadrants along the fault for analysis. Quadrant boundaries are defined by interfan areas in the hangingwall basin, demonstrated here with an isochron map of Unit E containing footwall-derived fans. Each quadrant encompasses an area of the footwall and hangingwall. B) Volume gridding approach of the hangingwall units (Units E and H) containing footwall-derived fans, and eroded material from the footwall. The restored footwall to its pre-erosional state is presented. HW = hangingwall; FW = footwall.
Figure 7
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Figure 7. Approach for validating cell volume equivalency between the footwall (where there is velocity data from the Thebe-2 well) and the hangingwall (where there is no velocity data). 1 ms (TWT) is assumed to represent 1 m vertical height of a cell for both footwall and hangingwall intervals in volume calculations; here we check if that assumption is valid. A) Approach for calculating grid cell height in the footwall using the average velocity trend from checkshot data (1.03 m). Average is taken from the first checkshot to the Top-Pre-Rift surface and is verified using seismic TWT data and the measured depth (MD) in the well. TWT = two-way time; TPR = Top Pre-Rift surface; D = distance; V = velocity; T = time. B) Approach for calculating grid cell height in the hangingwall. Velocities are extrapolated from to the depth of the hangingwall fans using the velocity trends from the seabed to the Top Pre-Rift surface, thus excluding the pre-rift succession and gas-bearing sediments from the trend. This gives vertical cell heights of 1.14-1.18 m for the hangingwall fans. Various assumptions are inclusive of this approach (see text). Hangingwall cell volumes are thus shown to be underestimated by up to 15% relative to footwall cell volumes in the approach, hence volume balance estimates represent minimum values.
Figure 8. Six NW-SE trending representative seismic sections along the fault are presented to show the stratigraphic framework. A) Map of the basin (Top Pre-Rift surface) to show positions of seismic sections (B-G). A map of the eroded thickness of the fault scarp is overlain onto the footwall and an isochron map of Unit E is presented in the hangingwall. The basin is divided into three sub-basins for reference; northern, central and southern. Antithetic faults AA-AD are highlighted. Sections B-G: uninterpreted and interpreted seismic sections. Pre-rift stratigraphy is shaded white. Seismic units A-L are shaded in blues. Footwall degradation is shaded in black on interpreted sections. Key stratal surfaces (KSS) are highlighted in white. Eroded thickness colour map from Crameri (2018).
Figure 9. Representative strike section (NE-SW) through the hangingwall stratigraphy with clean and interpreted seismic data. The stratigraphic framework is shaded in blues (Units A-L). Key stratal surfaces (KSS1-3) are highlighted with white lines. Pre-rift stratigraphy is shaded white. Position of section is indicated in Figure 8A and is proximal to the main border fault. Positions of Fig. 8 dip sections, sub-basin extent and position of topographic high between the central and southern sub-basins are indicated.
Figure 10. Architectural variability and geometric relationships between depositional systems across the basin. A) Map of the basin with positions of sub-plots. B) Clinoforms prograding down the hangingwall dip-slope and downlapping footwall-derived fan margins. C) Strike section through footwall-derived fans showing interfan variability (interfan scheme according to Barrett et al., 2019b). D) Amplitude time-slice to show axial-derived foresets migrating around footwall-derived fans. E) Cross-section to show two sets of axial-derived, stacked foresets that prograded from NE fault tip. Field analogue of (E) from the Selinous fan delta (Gulf of Corinth, Greece) is highlighted (Barrett et al., 2019a). F) Alternative, clean cross-section to show foresets prograding from NE fault tip. Uninterpreted versions of the seismic sections in the Appendix.
Figure 11A.

Figure 11. Along-strike variability of footwall-derived fans. A) Top surfaces of Units E and H in the hangingwall are presented with the amount of fault scarp erosion overlain onto the footwall. Positions I-XI show the substantial variability in fan character and geometry along the fault. Quadrants 1-10 are highlighted. B) Focus upon three positions (VI-VIII) to show internal variability and stacking within the fans through the vertical succession. Eroded thickness colour map from Crameri (2018).
Figure 12. Graphs to show results of the footwall analysis and volume balancing. A) Fault throw from the restored footwall (red) and from the preserved state of the fault (grey). Yellow shaded area represents amount of vertical erosion, which is also plotted in green. Vertical (green) and headward erosion (blue) vary along-strike but generally follow the parabolic trend of the fault throw distribution. B) Ratio of hangingwall fill of footwall-derived fans to footwall erosion ($V_{HW}/V_{FW}$). Values below 1 represent excess footwall erosion, i.e. areas of sediment bypass. Values greater than 1 represent areas of excess hangingwall fill, i.e. positions of through-going sediment input points. C) Plot to show $V_{HW}-V_{FW}$, which accounts for quadrant size. The largest positive ratio peak is in Quadrant 6, which coincides with the highest values of headward and vertical erosion, and clinoform development in Phase 1. The high, positive ratio value in Quadrant 7 coincides with the fault throw minimum and clinoform development in Phases 1-3. High headward and vertical erosion in Q3 occurs adjacent to a high positive ratio value in Q2, which suggests oblique progradation. This is confirmed with seismic mapping, e.g. Top Unit E contours in Fig. 11A.
Figure 13. Block models to show the tectono-sedimentary evolution of the basin from Phases 1-4. Representative seismic extracts are shown to highlight evidence for interpretations. Antithetic faults AA-AD are indicated.
Table 1. Seismic facies: example extracts, descriptions and interpretations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seismic facies</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SF1 | a) | **Character:** Mainly high amplitude, low-med. frequency (10-50 Hz), steeply-dipping reflections. Internal reflections range from continuous to chaotic.  
**Geometry:** 
- a) Planar-slightly concaved slope. 3D prism-apron shape along the fault. No radial geometry.  
- b) Flat-slope clinoform. 3D radial geometry and in some cases interfingering with adjacent fans.  
Foreset heights range from 40 ms-200 ms (70-350 m with 1742 m/s velocity).  
Internal architectures vary along-strike, but generally exhibit progradational stacking near the base, and aggradational or retrogradational stacking towards the tops of the fans.  
**Position:** Always positioned in the immediate hangingwall and dipping away from the main border fault. 
- a) Sloping reflections continue along the fault <4 km and extend <650 m away from the fault.  
- b) Numerous positions – most striking example is ~4.5 km from the southern end of the basin | Footwall-derived fans:  
- a) Slope apron  
- b) Fan delta |
| SF1 | b) | **Character:** Low-med. amplitude (peaks brighter than troughs), low-med. frequency (10-50 Hz), discontinuous, dipping reflections. Separated by high amplitude, flat-lying reflections that are conformable.  
**Geometry:** 3D radial geometry. Foreset height 20-40 ms (35-70 m with 1742 m/s velocity). Foresets exhibit a highly progradational stacking pattern.  
**Position:** Foresets prograde from the northern fault tip in a direction parallel to the fault trend, i.e. the depositional system follows an axial route. Foresets are restricted to a single interval/unit and are confined laterally and at their distal extent by footwall-derived fans. Only occurs in Unit G. | Stacked, prograding fan delta foresets, separated by flooding surfaces. |
**SF3**

*Character:* Medium amplitude, med. to high frequency (40-70 Hz) reflections with moderate continuity.

*Geometry:* Low-angle, basinward-dipping with clinoformal and radial shape. Foreset height 50-60 ms (90-105 m with 1742 m/s).

*Topset length* <300 m.

*Position:* Prograding away from antithetic faults into the southern sub-basin. Occurs only in Unit G.

**SF4**

Medium to high amplitude, low-med. frequency (20-50Hz), moderate-high continuity, undulating reflections that are relatively flat-lying to gently-dipping (sometimes following pre-rift topography) and fade/pinch-out down-dip and along-strike.

Observed in Units A, B, D, F, K.

**SF5**

Low amplitude, low frequency (10-20Hz), chaotic-discontinuous reflections. Apparent at the downdip terminations of higher amplitude, dipping reflections. Observed in Units B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K.

**SF6**

Med. amplitude, low-high frequency (10-80Hz), discontinuous reflections with undulating geometries. Observed in the lowest syn-rift stratigraphy (Unit A).

**SF7**

Med. amplitude, med-high frequency (40-70Hz), continuous reflections, onlapping underlying topography. Some undulations. Observed in the upper part of the syn-rift stratigraphy (Units I, J, K, L).

**SF8**

Low to med. amplitude, high frequency (50-80Hz), steeply-dipping reflections with a planar sloping geometry that appears to be radial in 3D. Observed in Units J, L. Dipping reflections are <100 ms high.
Table 2. Stratigraphic framework: seismic unit descriptions. U = Unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U</th>
<th>Unit Set</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Key features</th>
<th>Seismic Facies</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Fault thickening</th>
<th>Top surface character</th>
<th>Max. strat. thick.</th>
<th>Max. foreset height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Small cliniforms from main border fault</td>
<td>SF6</td>
<td>Whole basin</td>
<td>Main border fault</td>
<td>KSS1. Bright and continuous reflection in N - becomes discontinuous towards S. Change of seismic facies across surface.</td>
<td>63 ms</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fans from main border fault and antithetic faults</td>
<td>SF1a-b; SF4</td>
<td>Whole basin</td>
<td>Main border fault &amp; AB &amp; AC</td>
<td>Change of seismic facies &amp; downlap from reflections above.</td>
<td>40 ms; Av. 23 ms</td>
<td>30 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>East- and west-dipping, interfingeri -ng reflections</td>
<td>SF5</td>
<td>Cent. sub-basin</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Distinct, flat-lying, high amplitude trough, downlapped by Unit E and F.</td>
<td>53 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Depos. system from NW, antithetic faults</td>
<td>SF4; SF5</td>
<td>North. and central sub-basins. Restricted to the NW.</td>
<td>AB &amp; AC</td>
<td>KSS2. In the N, downlapped by system from NW (Unit F), and towards S it is downlapped by Unit H. Change in seismic facies. In places eroded by Unit G.</td>
<td>80 ms; Av. 43 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fans from main border fault</td>
<td>SF1a-b</td>
<td>Whole basin</td>
<td>Main border fault</td>
<td>KSS2. In the N, downlapped by system from NW (Unit F), and towards S it is downlapped by Unit H. Change in seismic facies. In places eroded by Unit G.</td>
<td>93 ms</td>
<td>67 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Depos. systems from the NW, antithetic faults</td>
<td>SF8; SF4; SF5</td>
<td>North. and central sub-basins. Restricted to the NW.</td>
<td>AA, AB, AC &amp; AD</td>
<td>Downlapped by Unit G from the NW. Change in seismic facies.</td>
<td>80 ms</td>
<td>40 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Axial cliniforms between flat-lying reflections</td>
<td>SF2; SF3; SF4</td>
<td>Whole basin</td>
<td>AA, AB, AC &amp; AD</td>
<td>KSS3. Onlapped by Units I, J, K, in places onto a high-amplitude approximately</td>
<td>86 ms; Av. 41 ms</td>
<td>20–40 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Fans from main border fault</td>
<td>SF1a-b</td>
<td>Cent. and south. sub-basins</td>
<td>Main border fault</td>
<td>KSS3. Onlapped by Units I, J, K, in places onto a high-amplitude approximately flat-lying trough. Change in seismic facies.</td>
<td>98 ms</td>
<td>98 ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Possible clinoforms from antithetic fault AB near northern fault tip. Onlapping older reflections.</td>
<td>SF3; SF7</td>
<td>North. and central sub-basins</td>
<td>Main border fault</td>
<td>In the N sub-basin – J40 SB (high amplitude, continuous reflection). In central sub-basin – downlapped by Unit J. Change in seismic facies.</td>
<td>96 ms</td>
<td>34 ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Possible fan from main border fault - dipping, low amp. reflections</td>
<td>SF8</td>
<td>Cent. sub-basin</td>
<td>Main border fault</td>
<td>In the central sub-basin – J40 SB (high amplitude, continuous reflection). At the basinal high, downlapped by Unit K. Change in seismic facies.</td>
<td>100 ms</td>
<td>100 ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Shallow clinoforms from main border fault</td>
<td>SF3; SF5</td>
<td>Cent. and south. sub-basins</td>
<td>Main border fault</td>
<td>Relatively flat lying, possibly erosive, high amplitude trough. Change in seismic facies.</td>
<td>79 ms</td>
<td>35 ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Flat-lying reflections</td>
<td>SF4; SF7</td>
<td>South. sub-basin</td>
<td>Main border fault</td>
<td>J40 SB (high amplitude, continuous reflection).</td>
<td>80 ms</td>
<td>31 ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix. Uninterpreted images in Figure 10 to show reflector/stratal geometries.